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True North Emboss Resist 

     
Stamps: Hippo Happiness, Pattern Play, Sailing Home, Many Mates  Ink: Versamark, Whisper White 
Craft, Misty Moonlight    Cardstock: Night of Navy, Whisper White, Silver Foil 
Accessories: Stampin Seal, Liquid Glue,  Medium Whisper White Envelopes, Smooth Sailing Dies, 
Silver Stampin’ Emboss Powder, Heat Tool, Stamping Sponge 
Measurements:      
Night of Navy card base: 4 ¼” x 11” scored and folded at 5 ½” 
Night of Navy focal image layer: 4” x 5 ¼”  for greeting strip: 1” x 4” 
Whisper White layer: 3 ½” x 4 ¾” 
Silver Foil strips for behind the focal image layer: ½” x 5 3/8”  & ½” x 4 1/8” – need two each size 
Silver Foil strip to mat behind the greeting strip: ¼” x 4” 
Emboss Resist technique: 
Stamp the larger Pattern Play sparkles diagonally across the Night of Navy focal image layer with 
Versamark. Add the smaller Hippo Happiness sparkles randomly on the rest of the layer with 
Versamark. Sprinkle silver embossing powder over all, tapping off the excess and blowing off the 
residue or use a soft clean brush. Heat all with Heat Tool.  Sponge white craft ink in a diagonal over 
the larger embossed sparkles in a swirling motion. Rub over the embossed images with a clean 
tissue to remove excess ink. 
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Adhere the silver mat strips to the back of the layer with liquid glue. Trim edges flush with each other 
.Adhere to card front with liquid glue. 
Stamp “YOU ARE MY TRUE NORTH” with Versamark on greeting strip. Heat emboss with silver 
powder. Use the rope Smooth Sailing die to cut closely above and below the greeting. Adhere to 
Night of Navy greeting strip mat with liquid glue. Adhere to lower card front with liquid glue. 

 
Stamp and heat emboss with silver the inside sentiment from Many Mates and the small sparkles. 
Adhere inside card with Stampin’ Seal. 

   
Stamp front and flap of envelope to match card. 

 


